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Discussion Topics

1. Lower for longer – when will it change?
2. Oil price slide vs. energy insurance market capacity
3. Insurance demand vs. supply
4. Low oil prices = claims?
5. When does capital leave the market?
6. The mutual concept – why it still works
7. OIL – going its own way
8. What’s next for OIL

The views and opinions expressed by Mr. Olsson are his alone and not necessarily those of OIL, OCIL or any of its subsidiaries.
With regard to any information presented, no warranty, express or implied, including the warranties of merchantability and fitness for a
particular purpose are made, and any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information
presented are specifically disclaimed and no representation made that its use would not infringe upon privately owned rights.

Who Said Insurance Is Boring, And Not Glamorous?

I

INSURANCE
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Where’s The Oil Price Heading?
Oil is going to $60 – here’s
A
why: Technician

Oil expert’s message to
the bulls: A
‘Curb your
enthusiasm’

Forget these ‘red herrings’,
oil is heading higher: RBC
energy chief

Crude is going lower; and
equities will follow suit:
BofAML
Source: cnbc.com Aug 31, 2016
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Oil Price Slide vs. Energy Insurance Capacity

Crude price 50% drop

Upstream Capacity 60% increase

Crude Price (WTI) vs. Upstream Ins. Capacity
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The Demand Picture

Baker Hughes US Rig Count
Aug 2014 – Aug 2016

Worldwide Rig Count
Aug 2014 – Aug 2016

Global E&P CAPEX
2014 – 2016 (cumulative)

-73%

-58%

-45%

•

Less insurance purchased

•

BI values drastically reduced

•

Total feet drilled insured dramatic drop

•

Few new sizeable CAR policies

Conclusion: Overall demand down by 30 - 60%
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Divergence

UPSTREAM INSURANCE
Supply vs. Demand

Twice as much capacity competing for half as many premium dollars
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Rate Pressure

Oversupply and Weak Demand Creates Rate Pressure

Source: Aon Risk Solutions
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Will Low Oil Price Lead To More Claims?
# of incidents
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Source: WillisTowersWatson Energy Loss Database

Very few significant Cat
losses in recent years

It will take $200 Bn event
to hit reinsurance and
ILS capital levels

Attritional losses at
manageable levels
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Peeling Back The Onion On Capacity

Where is the capacity
coming from?

Private equity

Hedge Funds

Alternative capital
increasingly behind
reinsurance capacity
and is driving market
competition
•

Collateralized reinsurance

•

Collateralized ILW

•

Sidecars

•

Bonds

Institutional

CAGR
c. 22%

Source: GC Securities Analysis
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The Big Squeeze
INSURERS MAKE MONEY TWO WAYS

UNDERWRITING INCOME

INVESTMENT INCOME

If investment income is
below acceptable levels
then underwriting have to
contribute to net profits

If underwriting income is
below acceptable levels
then investments have to
contribute to net profits

Source: GC Analysis
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What’s Happening To Profitability?

Major European (Re)insurers 1H 2016

Bermuda Market 2015 Results

Combined ratios at the high 90% level

Underwriting profit declined by 16%

Worse without reserve releases

Investment income dropped 17%

in the 5% range
Investment returns (non-life) ~ 2%
Brexit impact not factored in

Median return on investments 0.7%
Combined ratios mid 80% to mid 90%
but creeping up
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When Will The Capacity Leave The Market?
The soft cycle will eventually produce margins too thin to satisfy ROE targets
•

Low investment returns and +90% combined ratios erode profitability

•

Single digit ROEs are below many investors acceptable levels

•

Regulators may step in – e.g. Lloyd’s scrutinizing rates for Energy, Solvency II

Other tricks in the bag for insurers – reserve releases and expense reductions

Source: Aon Benfield/Bloomberg
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Completing The Picture

Oil / Gas price environment
uncertain but likely to remain
low for the near future

Oversupply in
the markets

Weak demand for insurance

No clear correlation
between commodity
price and claims

Underwriting profits being squeezed

Rates under
continuing pressure

Lack of large claims and
reserve releases are keeping
insurers in the game
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How Will The Insurance Market React?

•

Fight for market share /increased
capacity to keep top line growth

•

Automation to reduce expenses

•

M&A to drive cost out of the
business

•

Exit unprofitable classes or noncore business

•

Capacity flight to other investments

•

Long term players will stay
committed

M&A activity in 2015
P&C industry $53 Bn (+457%)
Average deal value $2 Bn (+934%)
Asian buyers:
-

Tokio Marine

-

Mitsui Sumitomo

-

Sampo

-

Fosun

New capital sources and new owners – new dynamics
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The Mutual Insurance Concept

Less sensitive to commercial
market rate pressure

Why it’s
different and
why it works
in this
environment

Less sensitive to market share pressure

Less reliant on external capital

Excess capital back to policy holders as
opposed to outside investors

Less “M&A threat”
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OIL – How Is It Different?

OIL

Commercial Insurers

Ownership

Policyholders

Investors

Objective

Coverage & Claims

Return on investment

Market

Independent

Commercial pressures

Losses

Pooled within OIL

Spread over the market

Relationship

Strategic

Strategic/opportunistic

Expense Ratio

< 6%

Average 25 - 40%

Reinsurance

N/A

Critical
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OIL – Going Its Own Way

LONG TERM VIEW

ZERO SUM FORMULA

MUTUALITY

•

Immune to market cycles

•

No profit pressures

•

Commonality of interests

•

Committed to the energy
industry

•

Premiums equal losses

•

Pooling of losses

•

Most efficient risk transfer

•

•

Capital growth from
investment returns

Fair and expedient
claims practice

•

Return of excess capital
via dividends

•

Predictability and stability
– in it for the long haul

•

Long term loyalty with
policyholders

•

Allows more options for
investment portfolio
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OIL Over The Years

1972 - 2015
Net Premiums Earned
Net Losses & Loss Expense
Investment Income
Dividends Paid
Preference Shares
Operating, Financing & Other Costs
Shareholders’ Equity

Premium equal losses
plus expenses

Capital growth
via investment
income only

+$14.8 Billion
- $14.2 Billion
+$ 6.2 Billion
- $ 1.5 Billion
+$ .3 Billion
- $ 1.0 Billion
$ 4.6 Billion

Release of
excess capital via
dividends
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How Is OIL Adapting To This New Reality?

•

The concept remains strong and sound – no need for drastic changes

•

Business model structured to endure market cycles

•

Does not have to play the market share game

•

Sensitive to members financial situation

•

Continue to look for ways to increase value proposition

•

-

Limits

-

Terrorism

-

Pollution

Constantly solicit members input
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What’s Next for OIL?
Growth only required to stay ahead of M&A within the membership

Expand into under-penetrated geographies and industry classes
• AsiaPac
• Power & Utilities
• Midstream
Consider broadening coverage or increasing limits only where membership
as a whole is requesting it

Take advantage of 40 years of data to enhance the membership offering

Continue to require minimum membership criteria
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Summary Remarks

•

Lower for longer is a reality and the market will have to learn to live with it

•

True growth from demand increases is likely to be elusive

•

The profitability of the commercial market will be pressured by over capacity and
weak investment returns rather than high claims activity

•

The fight for market share will continue

•

The mutual concept is strong and works well in this environment

•

OIL is 44 years going strong and fully committed to the energy industry

•

OIL will evolve as our member’s needs and the overall industry’s needs evolve
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THANK YOU!

